Conformationally selective binding of nucleotide analogues to Escherichia coli RecA: a ligand-based analysis of the RecA ATP binding site.
The roles of the RecA protein in the survival of bacteria and the evolution of resistance to antibiotics make it an attractive target for inhibition by small molecules. The activity of RecA is dependent on the formation of a nucleoprotein filament on single-stranded DNA that hydrolyzes ATP. We probed the nucleotide binding site of the active RecA protein using modified nucleotide triphosphates to discern key structural elements of the nucleotide and of the binding site that result in the activation of RecA for NTP hydrolysis. Our results show that the RecA-catalyzed hydrolysis of a given nucleotide triphosphate or analogue thereof is exquisitely sensitive to certain structural elements of both the base and ribose moieties. Furthermore, our ligand-based approach to probing the RecA ATP binding site indicated that the binding of nucleotides by RecA was found to be conformationally selective. Using a binding screen that can be readily adapted to high-throughput techniques, we were able to segregate nucleotides that interact with RecA into two classes: (1) NTPs that preferentially bind the active nucleoprotein filament conformation and either serve as substrates for or competitively inhibit hydrolysis and (2) nonsubstrate NTPs that preferentially bind the inactive RecA conformation and facilitate dissociation of the RecA-DNA species. These results are discussed in the context of a recent structural model for the active RecA nucleoprotein filament and provide us with important information for the design of potent, conformationally selective modulators of RecA activities.